ABSTRACT. In this paper the scientific justification for determination of transition length of two stationary random functions is presented on the basis of the weight function and properties of stationary random function in wide sense. The application of the results for practice gives the transition lengths of straight and curved railway, which it is necessary to throw away in measurement of initial horizontal displacement of railway in its stability estimation under action of longitudinal compression load. Fig.1 
Introduction
Measurement data of the initial horizontal displacement of the neutral axis of straight and curved railway are different stationary gaussian random functions. The connection of the two kinds of the railway makes them to become unstationary, and it is difficult for processing measurement data for research of railway stability._ To overcome the difficulty it is necessary to find the reasona~le set of measurement data near to connection place, which must be no used in its processing.
The problem will be solved below by theory and application in practice. 
First of all consider the homogeneouss linear different equation
The weight function g ( x, s) of the equation could be found as follows [ 3] Fxg(x,s) = 0 (2.8) with the initial conditions: 
Application
In this section we try to apply previous results for straight railway and le on the curved one. Using results in section 2, the weight function of (3.1) and (3.2) can be written as follows
where at, ac and f3t, /Jc are determined by the formulae 
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The numerical resultats are given on the tables 1 and 2
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Conclusion
The presented method can be applied to determining the transition lengths of straight and curved railway and has given numerical values, which could be used in practice.
For the curved railway the transition length le directly proportional to compression load Pc and inversly proportional to curved radius R . The lengths lt and le are inversely proportional to paramet~rs E, J , mmo. The v~lue le is always greater than ft at the same longitudinal load and structure parameters.
